Abstract—Model stores offer third-party ML models and datasets for easy project integration, minimizing coding efforts. One might hope to find detailed specifications of these models and datasets in the documentation, leveraging documentation standards such as model and dataset cards. In this study, we use statistical analysis and hybrid card sorting to assess the state of the practice of documenting model cards and dataset cards in one of the largest model stores in use today—Hugging Face (HF). Our findings show that only 21,902 models (39.62%) and 1,925 datasets (28.48%) have documentation. Furthermore, we observe inconsistency in ethics and transparency-related documentation for ML models and datasets.
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Machine learning (ML) model stores like HuggingFace (HF), valued at $80 million USD\(^1\), offer various ML models and datasets for reuse and deployment. These stores, similar to smartphone app stores and third-party libraries, furnish instructions and documentation for integrating and using ML models or reusing datasets.

Inadequate documentation for ML models and datasets, similar to third-party libraries, can have significant consequences. The absence of clear guidelines and usage instructions hinders reusability. The lack of comprehensive documentation obscures ethical concerns, biases, and limitations, increasing the risk of ethical violations and bias. For instance, Rajbahadur et al. [1] suggest potential risks of license violations in the datasets of ML models. Moreover, in a recent study, Jiang et al. [15] faced difficulty in reasoning about model reusability because 80% of the HF models were insufficiently documented. To address these concerns, ML stores like HF introduced Model Cards and Dataset Cards for documentation.

A Model card, adhering to the standard template [3], governs model documentation, encompassing general model descriptions, intended use, performance evaluation metrics, etc. Similarly, a Dataset card, adhering to the standard template [4], regulates dataset documentation, covering general dataset descriptions, structure (including data fields and splits), and considerations for data use (like biases and known limitations).

To date, the availability and quality of the documentation of ML models and their datasets have not been studied extensively. Bhat et al. [8] investigated the state of the documentation of models. However, their analysis was limited to 50 model cards on the HF models store. No work thus far has studied the documentation quality of datasets in online stores.

In this work, we qualitatively study 378 model cards and 321 dataset cards available on HF. Specifically, we investigate the prevalence of model and dataset cards, what kind of information the model/data engineers use in the HF store to document their models and datasets.
and how much these cards comply with the current ML documentation standards [3], [4].

Our findings carry implications for researchers, model deployers, and tool builders. Given the escalating dependence on third-party models and datasets within software engineering, the significance of precise documentation continues to amplify. Our dataset is publicly available for researchers.

**DOCUMENTATION PRACTICES**

Nahar et al. hinted at the sparse documentation of datasets, but without empirical evidence [5]. Fischer et al. highlighted the challenges of documenting models and datasets [6]. Bandy et al. [7] proposed datasheets for datasets and found problems ranging from copyright issues, duplication, and unmarked biases in the documentation of the BookCorpus dataset.

Bhat et al., [8] performed a qualitative investigation on 50 HF Model Cards. We contrast our analysis from them with 378 HF Model Cards and 321 HD Dataset Cards, which have previously not been studied in the literature. Similar to our conclusion, Bhat et al. [8] found ethical considerations least frequently addressed. Moreover, they found contact information, model license, and performance visuals to be sparsely documented, whereas, in addition to their results, we found metrics, citation details, caveats, and recommendations to be sparsely documented in the Model Cards.

**RESULTS: MODEL CARDS**

60.38% of 55,280 models in HF do not have a model card. This phenomenon aligns with previous research findings that identified the absence of documentation as a significant concern [2]. While software engineering documentation also tends to lack installation, deployment and release instructions [10], their absence for ML models (which are more abstract) might even be a larger concern.

At the model card section-title level, more than half of the HF model cards document the Model Details, Training Data, and Intended Use sections. Figure 1 displays a bar chart with the percentage of occurrences of each model card section title throughout our sample of 378 model cards. This figure shows 12 section titles, of which 5 are not part of the official model card standard [3], but were identified during our manual analysis of the section titles. In the figure, these additional sections include a star* along with their names.

Model providers at HF are especially focused on providing information about Model Details (93.7%), Training Data (57.7%), and Intended Use (52.4%). Surprisingly, documentation of categories such as Metrics appear less common, with only 6.9% occurrence. Particularly concerning is the lack of documentation concerning Ethical Considerations and Caveats And Recommendations (0.3% for both).

**METHODOLOGY**

**Model Card and Dataset Card Scraping** Initially, we collected all model cards for the 55,280 models and all dataset cards for the 6,758 datasets present in HF at the time of this research (July 4, 2022). For the remainder of the study, we filtered out cards that were empty, leaving 21,902 model cards and 1,925 dataset cards.

**Hybrid Card Sorting** Two authors conducted hybrid card sorting on a random sample of 378 model cards with 95% confidence (5% confidence interval) to understand their content. This process involved categorizing card sections according to model and dataset card standards [3], [4] to determine if they contained the expected information. For example, a section titled Model Description would be matched with the Model Details section of the standard. Sections that did not precisely match their titles or appropriate categories in the standards were labeled as having mismatched content. Our Cohen's Kappa inter-rater agreement reached 79% during hybrid card sorting, with discrepancies resolved through consensus.

**Deductive Coding** We also conducted deductive coding [9] based on the sections and subsections outlined in the dataset card standards [4]. For instance, in a card-subsection like Dataset Summary, we ensured that (1) its content matched the intended documentation and (2) the title and content were appropriately aligned. This assessment involved two authors analyzing a random sample of 321 datasets chosen with 95% confidence level (and 5% confidence interval). The authors achieved a Cohen’s Kappa inter-rater agreement rate of 91%. In instances of disagreement, they collaborated to discuss and reach a consensus.
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Figure 1 presents our hybrid card sorting results on the content of the 378 analyzed model cards. Each bar represents a different category, with purple bars representing the % of sections authors did not provide, grey representing the % of sections provided but without content, blue representing the % of sections with content that mismatch its title, and orange representing the % of sections with content that match its title.

The most documented sections of Figure 1 show substantial inconsistencies in the quality of their content. For instance, Model Details has a high mismatched content percentage of 21.6%, while Intended Use and Training Data have a high % of empty content with 31% and 30.2%, respectively.

On average, 8.79% of sections do not have content, 2.3% of sections content does not match their actual specification, while 17.38% of sections content matches the specification. In general, the providers of models at HF are more consistent w.r.t information about Model Details and Training Data, while Metrics, Ethical Considerations and Caveats and Recommendations have only 0.3% to 6.6% content that matches the specification. The lack of content match in Ethical Considerations and Caveats and Recommendations is worrying.

Consider the case of MikePence 3, a model that generates tweets based on the historical tweets of the former Vice President of the United States. By leaving out Ethical Considerations and Caveats and Recommendations, people using this model in a production context might face legal consequences. Even large companies can fail to attend to the legalities of the code and data they acquire, as demonstrated by Google DeepMind, who faced fines for deploying a model that used NHS dataset [13].

60.38% of model cards are not documented. On average, 8.79% of the sections do not have content, and 2.3% of the content does not match the model card standards. Model cards are focused mostly on Model Details, Training Data, and Intended Use, while Ethical Considerations and Caveats and Recommendations are rarely documented.

Figure 2 presents our hybrid card sorting results on the content of the 378 analyzed model cards. Each bar represents a different category, with purple bars representing the % of sections authors did not provide, grey representing the % of sections provided but without content, blue representing the % of sections with content that mismatch its title, and orange representing the % of sections with content that match its title.

The most documented sections of Figure 1 show substantial inconsistencies in the quality of their content. For instance, Model Details has a high mismatched content percentage of 21.6%, while Intended Use and Training Data have a high % of empty content with 31% and 30.2%, respectively.

On average, 8.79% of sections do not have content, 2.3% of sections content does not match their actual specification, while 17.38% of sections content matches the specification. In general, the providers of models at HF are more consistent w.r.t information about Model Details and Training Data, while Metrics, Ethical Considerations and Caveats and Recommendations have only 0.3% to 6.6% content that matches the specification. The lack of content match in Ethical Considerations and Caveats and Recommendations is worrying.

Consider the case of MikePence 3, a model that generates tweets based on the historical tweets of the former Vice President of the United States. By leaving out Ethical Considerations and Caveats and Recommendations, people using this model in a production context might face legal consequences. Even large companies can fail to attend to the legalities of the code and data they acquire, as demonstrated by Google DeepMind, who faced fines for deploying a model that used NHS dataset [13].

RESULTS: DATASET CARDS

71.52% of the 6,758 datasets do not have a dataset card.

At the dataset card section-title level, the standards used to document dataset cards are followed inconsistently. Figure 3 provides a bar chart with the section title-level percentages of fully documented content, partially documented content and lack of content for all 9,622 sections of the 321 sampled dataset cards.

Even though HF enforces the use of the dataset card standard [4] (i.e., there are no top-level sections omitted here), in contrast to model cards, the Dataset
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Description and the Dataset Structure sections are more documented than the other sections, presenting 68% and 67% across the dataset cards (when adding full and partial content), compared to 46% for Additional Information, 17% for Dataset Creation and 9% for Considerations.

A positive observation is that all the sections have a low percentage of partial content instances (1% to 3%) compared to full content (8% to 66%). Dataset Description and Dataset Structure have more full content (66% and 65%) than no content (30% and 31%), whereas the other three sections, follow an opposite trend where “No Content” surpasses the total available content. This trend is worrying, since Dataset Creation and Considerations For Using The Data are sections that are key to understanding potential copyright violations [1].

At the dataset card subsection level, our deductive coding of the content of the 321 dataset cards shows that more than half (10/19) of the subsections are empty in at least 57% of the cards, while less than half (7/19) have at least 52% content match. Figure 4 presents a bar chart with the results of our deductive coding of 321 cards for the content of the 19 subsections of the dataset card standard.

All dataset card subsections have on average 14.27% omissions (missing sections). Contributions has the most omissions (29%). A similar trend is followed by most of the subsections of the Dataset Creation and Considerations sections. Moreover, the

Data Instances sub-section (in Dataset Structure section) and, to some extent, Supported Tasks sub-section (in Dataset Description section) have omissions in at least 10% cards.

To investigate if the “dataset creators” information is available in the datasets documentation, we observe the content of the sub-sections: Who-Annnotated and Dataset-Curators. Dataset curators are usually responsible for the collection and cleaning of data, while the annotators add annotations or labels to the data to make it suitable for specific machine-learning tasks. We find that annotators’ information is available in only 12%, while information about curators is available in 21% data cards. To investigate if the “source of data” is available in the documentation of the datasets, we observe the sub-section Who-Source content, which is documented in 18% of the data cards. We also observe the section Supported Tasks, which explains which type of “Machine Learning tasks” a dataset was curated for, and the section Licensing, which explains what are the “legal implications” of using a dataset. The former is documented in 43%, while the latter is documented in 41% of the cards only. This comprehensive overview further emphasizes the need to improve transparency in the documentation of datasets.

To identify tools that are frequently used in the creation and annotation of the datasets, future work can manually inspect the data cards that we have collected in the following sub-categories: Curation Rationale, Annotation Procedure, and Initial Data Collection.
The majority of datasets (71.52%) are not documented. At the subsection level, 10/19 subsections are empty in more than half of the instances, while only 7/19 have a complete match in more than half of their instances.

LIMITATIONS
To investigate our random sampling bias, we compared the distribution of full/partial/no-match section instances across 50% cards with the highest vs. lowest number of downloads. Only for model cards, we found significant differences (sections “Model Details”, “Intended Use”, “Training Data”, “Evaluation Data”, and “Domain Specific”), yet except for “Domain Specific” (which has few data points) the Cramer effect size indicated only moderate differences.

Bhat et al. [8] found that documentation for third-party models can also be available on other platforms, such as Github. Additionally, HF now has 350,000 models compared to the 55,280 models that were available during our large-scale qualitative study. Therefore, our findings may not generalize over the documentation of the latest models and datasets on HF.

CALL FOR RESEARCHERS
Our findings indicate that the documentation practice in HF either does not meet the needs of users or is not adequately enforced. Moreover, the existing HF Model Cards lack essential categories related to model versioning and attribution.

Understanding the reasons behind these documentation shortcomings in HF Models and Datasets is essential for developing effective documentation policies. Researchers should investigate factors influencing ML practitioners’ perceptions of documentation importance. Additionally, they should assess why current standards like Model Cards and Dataset Cards [3], [4], designed to address ethical concerns, have not effectively met their primary goal. Research is needed to identify gaps in ethical considerations within documentation practices and propose improvements.

CALL FOR TOOL BUILDERS
Tool builders should focus on developing advanced documentation tools tailored to the needs of software engineers, data engineers, and data scientists in the ML domain. Considering the highlighted “dataset documentation” in this study, tool builders should create solutions that streamline the documentation process for datasets, ensuring consistency, completeness, and compliance with established standards.

Tools are available to extract documentation information automatically from source code, test code, or both [11], and to remind the ML practitioners to update their documentation [8]. Additionally, there are tools available to assess the quality of existing documentation using source code or manually curated quality metrics [12]. However, the model repositories at HF differ in nature; they lack source code but instead contain machine learning models and configuration files explaining model parameters. Similarly, HF dataset repositories store datasets exclusively. However, both types of repositories reference their source code links on Github, which contain code for model training and evaluation or dataset scraping. Existing tools in the literature can be adapted to utilize the information available in the source code links on HF repositories. Furthermore, new tools can be developed to leverage information that is unique to HF dataset repositories, such as HF community discussions.
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